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ahoj guys,
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History
#1 - 09/19/2016 12:15 pm - Tom Hayward
- Status changed from New to Feedback

I have no idea what you're asking. Maybe you can find someone who is better at English to help you edit your question.

#2 - 09/19/2016 12:53 pm - Pavel Milanes
- Status changed from Feedback to Rejected

This is a dupe of issue #4041, so it will be rejected.

#3 - 10/07/2016 02:01 pm - mark matschke
- File CIMG2155.JPG added
- File CIMG2153.JPG added
- File CIMG2152.JPG added
- File CIMG2151.JPG added
- File CIMG2154.JPG added
- File CIMG2150.JPG added

Hello
I have a question regarding Chirp in conjunction with Kenwood TK760G (-1 sound on the radio sticker)
Look at the photos ..
The Kenwood TK760G (-1) have been produced for the European market, so they are also programmed with the RSS KPG67d and not as the
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American with the RSS KPG56d!
My question is I can persuade these European 760er radios to co-work with CHip ??
If I am in the Chirp program "download of radio" make with the parameters comport, radio, model .. then arrives instead of an error message (Rather
than cloning) to Error has ocurred - radio refuse to enter into program mode after a few tries.
And with the parameters com1, kenwood, tk760G - an error has ocurred.
So what can I continue to do?
Knows anybody how he can help me?
Furthermore, I have a Kenwood TK7160 (-E) but this is not listed there, yes it is also a European model ...
greetings mark

#4 - 04/21/2020 10:26 am - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from Rejected to Feedback
- Target version changed from 0.5.0 to chirp-daily
- Chirp Version changed from 0.4.0 to daily

Das ist eine legitime Frage, daher oeffne ich dieses Ticket wieder.
Mark: Europaeische Modelle sollten ohne weiteres funktionieren. Falls nicht, dann ist das aber einfach zu reparieren.
This is a legitimate question, so I'm reopening it.
Mark: the European models should work fine; if they don't, then usually it's easy to fix.

#5 - 08/30/2020 06:13 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

Closing again: answered in #4041.
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